ELA Answers: Week 67(Rights)
Day 1:
Questions
about

1.Why did the actions committed by the Nazis cause other nations to think of creating an
international document about Human Rights? The Nazis did not consider Jews and other
groups to be Human so they justified that it was okay to exterminate them. To create a
document of Human Rights would be to explicitly say that you can’t do something like that to any
human regardless of whether you like them or not.
2.

The United States’ bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki effectively ended WWII. Why do you
think that the author says that these bombings scared everyone, including the U.S.? The
bombings basically decimated the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki..killing hundreds of
thousands of innocent people, flattening the cities, and also causing radiation poisoning for
generations to come. The fact that a weapon of such complete destruction had been created
and used was frightening because in doing this, the US had basically opened up the possibility
for the destruction of the world.

3. Eleanor Roosevelt stated that “we are “One World” and that which injures any one of us, injures
all of us.” What did she mean by this?
We all can experience the consequences of what we do and what others do. Innocent people
might get hurt by the first attack or by a counterattack. Additionally, Roosevelt was stating that
we are all humans, and when we do anything to harm others, or “dehumanize” them, then we
lower the standard for how we treat each other.
4. Why was it important to have representatives from different cultures and countries to create a
universal document like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) ? By having
different cultures and countries represented you could make sure that the different values and
beliefs of different cultures are being taken into account and agreed upon. Additionally,
Additionally, the more countries involved, then the more countries that would agree to and follow
the UDHR.
5. Why did Eleanor Roosevelt feel that it was important to create educational programs about the
UDHR? Because she didn’t want it just on paper, she wanted to make sure that people all
over the world understood and lived by the ideas of the UDHR.
6. Explain what Eleanor Roosevelt meant about the importance of Human Rights being honored in
“small places” first, not just on the international level? The belief in human rights has to be
believed by everyday people not just governments because every day people are the ones who
treat others according to what they believe.

Day 2 :
Answers will
vary.

Answers will vary

Writing for
Day 2

Answers will vary.

Day 3:
Answers to
questions for
Reading:

1. List 3-4 of the limitations put on women during the 1800’s.

Overview of
Women's
Suffrage in
the United
States
Compiled by

Women did not have the right to own property, maintain their wages, or sign a contract,
much less vote. In colonial America, most Black women were considered property.
Women were expected to obey their husbands, not express opinions independent of, or
counter to, their husbands’. It was considered improper for women to travel alone or to
speak in public.

2. What was the purpose of the Seneca Falls Convention? It was a convention to
"discuss the social, civil and religious rights of women."

the Center for
American
Women and
Politics

3. Why did the women’s movement break apart into two different organizations?
The women’s movement was fractured by the disagreement of different groups
over the issue of slavery and the rights of Black Men. Most of the anti-slavery
movement had the goal of not only freeing slaves but also granting voting rights
to Black men, but not Black women.
What was the position of each?
NWSA believed in universal suffrage and opposed the Fifteenth

Amendment which was set up to give Black men the right to vote. The
NWSA believed that it was all or nothing. If women were not included,
then Black men should not get the right to vote either.

AWSA believed in supporting the Fifteenth Amendment and had Black
and white members.

4. Why did President Wilson decide to support women’s suffrage?
In 1916, one of NAWSA’s members, Alice Paul, believing the organization was too
moderate in its approach and focus on state-level campaigns, founded the National
Women’s Party, which protested at the White House in support of a national
amendment and resulted in the imprisonment of suffragists. In response to public outcry
about the prison abuse of suffragists, President Woodrow Wilson reversed his position
and publicly supported a suffrage amendment.

Day 3:
Answer
Questions to
Sojourner
Truth’s
Speech

1.

Even though she was speaking at a women’s conference, who is Sojourner Truth
talking to in her speech? Her speech seems to be directed at White Lawmakers
because in each paragraph, she talks about the importance of giving women at least
a part of what men have.

2. In paragraph 1, why does Sojourner Truth compare herself to men? What point is she
trying to make?Having been a slave, she has worked hard and in the fields. She is
establishing the worthiness of women because they can do the same things that men can
when it comes to work.
3. In paragraph 2, Truth changes her tone when she states that men have a “quart” of
intellect and women just a “little pint”. Why would she say this? How might this help her
persuade lawmakers to grant women the right to vote?  It is interesting because she is
saying that men have more intelligence (at least in terms of their education)--men have a
“quart” of intelligence--and she cannot read so men will still have more education than
women. In a sense, she is telling men that giving women the right to vote should not
frighten them that women will take over...after all, they are just giving women a “part” of
what they have.

4. In paragraph 4, Sojourner Truth asks men “where is your part?” in the story from the
Bible. What is she claiming about the role of women? In this reference, she talks about
how Eve’s actions destroyed Eden, so women should be given the right to “correct” this
wrong by being given the right to vote. She also asserts that women have done a lot in
the world, by referring to the fact that Mary gave birth to Jesus and the role of women in
the resurrection of Jesus--she basically says that men didn’t play much of a role in that--it
was through the prayers and actions of women that Christ was resurrected.

5. In paragraph 5, she acknowledges that white men are feeling pressure from different
groups. Who are these groups and what does each want? She acknowledges that white
men might be feeling pressured to give up their power to Black men and to Women
because both groups are wanting the right to vote.
Day 4 :
Answers to
the questions
first photo:

1. What people do you observe? Answers will vary but it is important to have students
only list LITERAL observations, nothing that is not directly shown in the photograph.
There is a large racially mixed group of Black and White people.
2. What are their nonverbal expressions? Describe them carefully, but try not to infer
what those expressions mean yet. Example: , “the man on the left is smiling” is an
observation, but “the man of the left is happy” is an inference that you make because
the person is smiling. Answers will vary but it is important to have students only list
LITERAL observations, nothing that is not directly shown in the photograph. There are
African American and white people marching. They are carrying 2 American flags.
Some are waving and talking or shouting (mouths are open). There is a plane flying
overhead.
3. What are the people doing in this image? Who or what are they looking at? They are
marching and seem to be facing towards the place they are going. Some are waving
probably to people watching them.
4. What, if any, objects do you observe? There are two giant flags being held up.
5. What are the people doing in this image? Who or what are they looking at? They are
marching. Most seem to be looking forward with a few looking outwards and
waving--maybe at observers/
6. What movement of people or objects is apparent (although it is a still photograph)?The
movement of the people is that they are moving forward--moving towards something.
Image 2:
Now observe this photograph of the same event from a different perspective.

7. What people do you observe? A group of white men and women looking at
something. There are people of different ages--several older people.
8. What are their nonverbal expressions? Describe them carefully, but try not to infer
adjectives or what those expressions mean yet. For example, “the man on the left is
smiling” is an observation, but “the man of the left is happy” is an inference that you
make because the person is smiling. Their faces do not show much expression, they
are not smiling.
9. What are the people doing in this image? Who or what are they looking at? They
seem to be looking at something going past. All of their faces are turned the same way.
10. What, if any, objects do you observe? There is a fence or railing that they are leaning
on. There is a car parked in front of them and there is a large Confederate flag being
displayed on the railing.
12. What movement of people or objects is apparent (although it is a still photograph)?
There is not much movement. They seem to standing still watching something else move
by.
● Here it might be a good idea to have students to think about the symbolism in that...the
first picture shows movement and in sense advancement--the people look young and
they are moving forward. The second picture shows an older generation and they are
standing still--almost as if they are stuck in the past and are seeing the “new way of
doing things” pass them by.

13. Now think of both photographs: There is a flag featured in each of the
photos. Think about why the photographer might have wanted to show
these two pictures with the flags.  The two flags symbolize the two different
sides of the Civil Rights Movement. There is the U.S. flag, and it symbolizes
the ideals of equality and freedom while the Confederate flag symbolizes the
Confederacy and the ideals of maintaining slavery and inequality.
14. Which set of antonyms best suggests the theme of the flag photos?
A.
History/Present
Explain your answer. The Confederacy and the flag represent maintaining
the old way of life while the first photograph symbolizes progress.
15. If you could title these two images--what titles would you give to each
photograph that would express the theme of the photo without directly
saying what is happening (for example, you would not  title the
photograph as “White people watching the March”).
Answers will vary.
A. _________________________________________________________

B. _________________________________________________________

Analyze the 3 images below:

New voter completing voter registration card.

Prospective voters standing in line to register.

Marchers in the rain.

15.. Which of the following quotes/adages best describes the set of photos? Draw a star
next to it. Answers will vary---ask students to explain.
Day 5. :
Answers to
questions to
All Together
Now

1. How does Jordan summarize the history of race relations in the 1960’s and the
1990’s? She summarizes the history by outlining the different laws that were
established throughout the years but also talks about how in a large sense,
feelings did not necessarily change with the laws.
2. In your own words, describe what Jordan means by “compassion fatigue”. She
mentions that when the laws were first created, and black people and white people
seemed ready to live together in peace. but that is not what happened. By the
1990’s the good feelings had diminished and people are still pretty separate in
how they look at civl rights.
3. Which value is necessary in order to create a “harmonious society”? Tolerance
4. Explain what Jordan means when she says that she has yet to find “a racist
baby”. People are not inherently racist, it is a learned behavior.
5. What does Jordan suggest that parents do in order to create a sense of
community? Parents can actively encourage their children to be in the company
of people who are of other racial and ethnic backgrounds
6. This speech was given in 1992, are there parts of it that still apply today? Why or
why not? If yes, which ones? Explain your answer. Answers will vary.

Social Studies Week 7 Answers
Day 1

What is the Bill of Rights?
The Bill of Rights consists of the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution and
enumerates certain rights and liberties for Americans.
Matching
1. G
2. C
3. A
4. F
5. H
6. E
7. B
8. I
9. D
10. J
Bill of Rights Practice
1. Having to house soldiers in your private home; 3rd amendment.
2. Right to bear amrs; 2nd amendment
3. Right to an attorney at trial; 6th amendment
4. Cruel and unusual punishment; 8th amendment
5. Freedom of religion; first amendment
6. Freedom of speech; first amendment

Day 2

Current events”
Summary of article

Related
amendment

The issue is around freedom of religion
during COVID-19 social distancing
rules. Churches have been told they
are a non-essential business and
therefore have been closed, however
they are filinf lawsuits claiming their
freedom of religion is being violated.
Additionally, their freedom of assembly
from the first amendment may also be
jeopardized because they are not
being allowed to gather with people.
Lawyers believe their are claims on
both sides (gov’t claiming they have
the ability to close churches without
violating the 1st amend. And churches
claiming their rights are being violated
by the forced closures).

1st

Your response to the
issue

Gun dealers/stores are being forced to
close due to coronavirus and the
owners and gun rights activists are
claiming it is a violation of their 2nd
amendment right to bear arms. They
are arguing as to whether the
coronavirus is unique enough make
these forced closures legal and
constitutional.

Day 3

2nd

Amending the constitution graphic organizer
● Amendment process: congressional method
○ Who: houses of congress
○ How many: ⅔ of each
● Amendment process: conventional method
○ Who: states
○ How Many: 2/3
● Ratification 1
○ Who: state legislatures
○ How many: 3/4
● Ratification 2
○ Who: state ratifying conventions
○ How many: ¾
Explain why changing the Constitution is so difficult:
It is a difficult process because it requires a great majority for both the proposal and
ratification process. It’s not easy to get all the states to agree on something. The framers
established this difficult process on purpose because they wanted to protect the
Constitution and ensure that changes weren’t made to it on the fly or whithout extreme
consideration.
What is the cartoonist saying?
The cartoon shows the high spead rail proposal to the constitution as an old train with a
beard and glasses, implying that it takes a very long time for a constitutional amendment
to be proposed and ratified. So long that people will grow old waiting.

Day 4

What rights did the 19th amendment establish?
Enfranchisement for women-- it established the right to vote for women citizens.
Why was the amendment needed?
It was needed because more women were get involved in politics and wanted a say as to
what their country was doind. It also happened after WWI, and during the war many
women took on bigger roles in society-- they were more than housewifes. Women were
learning how to politically organize themselves and gaining more support.

Ecomonic examples:
● 25% of women were in the workforce and more were joining
● Women were taking on roles previously only held by men
● WWI provided space for women to seek the right to vote because they were taking
on new responsibilities during the war
Political examples:
● Women were active in the abolitionist movement and gained traction then, and
women were active in the temperence movement to abolish drinking of alcohol.
From this, women learned how to politically organize themselves
● Women held the seneca Falls convention where they called for the right to vote
● Women held demonstrations, parades, and vigils to gain support
What famous abolitionist supported women suffrage movement?
Fedrick Douglass supported the movement. Women played a large role in the abolitionist
movement and he recognized the importance of women having a say in the politics of the
country.
What was the relationship between the women’s suffrage movement and temperance?
Many women were part of the Temperance Movement as well as the suffrage movement
How did the 18th amendment differe from every other amendment?
It was the only amendment that took away rights of citizens rather than establishing rights.
Why might people have changed their minds about prohibition?
They saw crime levels increase, people were drinking and manufactoring alcohol anyway,
they saw that it hurt the economy.
What do the 18th and 21st Amendments teach us about the role of states in policy
considerations?
They teach us that the states play an important role. States can organize among each
other in order to push for constitutional changes and policy changes, as they did with the
18th and 21st amendments.
Day 5

Answers will vary.

